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ACTOR GUILE BRANCO HOSTS PIZZA ME, MAFIA

PREMIERE AT PARAMOUNT STUDIOS 

SATURDAY NOVEMBER 9, 8:30PM

November, 2013 -- Los Angeles, CA -- Actor Guile Branco hosted the Pizza Me, Mafia

premiere to an enthusiastic, packed house at the Paramount Theater, the largest theater

on the Paramount Studios’ lot on Saturday November 9th.

Guile Branco hosting the Pizza Me, Mafia Premiere, at the Paramount Theater, 
the largest theater on the Paramount Studio’s lot, Saturday November 9, 2013
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About the event, Guile Branco noted: "When I was 18 years old,  I worked as a background

actor for Tom Cavalcante in Brazil... Just imagine how wonderful it was for me to have

shared the screen with him, as an actor, so many years later. That's what I call full circle.

The event was unforgettable, we had over five hundred  enthusiastic people attending, a

marvelous red carpet and the best theater inside Paramount Studios. Can't wait for what the

future brings.”

Pizza Me, Mafia stars Tom Cavalcante, Best known for his

Brazilian television comedy work. Tom Cavalcante has recently

moved to Los Angeles with his family to further promote his film

work.

Pizza Me, Mafia revolves around a Mafia family running a fake

pizzeria business whose prodigal son Joe Calzone falls in love

with the chief of police's daughter.  When Joe intends to propose

to her at a party, he brings his aide along, and the two mafiosos

suddenly find themselves surrounded by cops.  Their ruse

becomes jeopardized as Joe begins to reveal too much during

his drinking . . . now it's up to the family to save the day!  

In Pizza Me, Mafia, Guile Branco plays Barney, a mobster who works with Joe Calzone,

one of the three characters played by Cavalcante.  The film is directed by Brazilian Gui

Pereira, who also directed Guile in The Adventures of Sheriff Kid McLain.

Pizza Me, Mafia also includes a performance by Joe

Stevens, best known for his portrayal of the Cross-

Examining Lawyer in True Grit, and his numerous

performances as Kent Chilobeck in the Justified tv

series. 

Guile Branco will be seen in the soon to be released

independent films The Best Night Ever and The One
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Nighter.  Guile recently completed a performance in the independent film 224, shot in New

York City and directed by Brazilian Heidnaldo da Silva, starring in the lead role as New, a

character framed for a crime he didn’t commit -- a bank heist -- who gets trapped in an

apartment with a crazy woman. Guile also just finished principal photography on the short

This Thing About My Wife, written by Joe Moreira and directed by Jean Paul Oullette,

who was second unit director of The Terminator. Guile is also the lead, and plays a

husband whose wife decides not only to control his life, but gets a girlfriend to share the

household.
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Guile Branco is available for interview.
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